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Ref. Ares(2021)3748647 - 08/06/2021
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To:

Cc:

; 

 (CAB-VALEAN); MICHELIER Gaelle (CAB-VALEAN)

Subject:

RE: Ares(2020)6656003 - FW: possible meeting with Commissioner Vălean and A4E CEOs - A4E CEO, week

of 22 March 2021
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Dear 

,

 
Thank you for your email. We booked our Commissioner’s agenda for the 25/03 from 13h30 to
14h30.
 
I also thank you for the points in the agenda: It will clearly help us preparing our Commissioner’s
participation.
Regarding the conclusions, 5 to 10 min seems a bit too long on our side but, I’m sure both our
bosses will have the opportunity to touch base on this prior to the event.
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact back if needed.
 
Kind regards,

 
From: 

 

@a4e.eu> 

Sent: Thursday, February 18, 2021 11:16 AM

To: 

 (CAB-VALEAN) <

@ec.europa.eu>

Cc: 

@a4e.eu>; 

 (CAB-VALEAN)

@ec.europa.eu>

Subject: RE: Ares(2020)6656003 - FW: possible meeting with Commissioner Vălean and A4E
CEOs - A4E CEO, week of 22 March 2021

 
Good morning 

,

 
Following our conversation this morning on the phone, please find below our answers to your
questions.
 

Time of meeting: we can move the meeting to 13h30-14h30. However we would need
your confirmation as soon as possible so we can plan accordingly
Agenda:

o   primary topics: COVID travel restrictions, ATC (SES2+, ATC charges), sustainability

(Green Deal, upcoming EC proposals on ETS, SAF, Energy Taxation, Fit for ’55
package);

o   secondary topics: passenger rights, slots relief for Summer ’21, ACD.

Format of the meeting: we would like to have an interactive discussion. We propose this
format: the A4E MD opens the discussion; then a CEO raises a topic/question (cf. above)
to which the Commissioner can respond. Then the next CEO will raise another topic, and
so on.

It would be good if the Commissioner could conclude with her final views (5-10 mins) in
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